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1. Introduction and s111111&r1 

The complexity of African agriculture is being increasingly subjected to 
expert scrutinJ. 

Concerned governments and the international cOlllllunity have d~nstrated a 
profound anxiety regarding, and a painful awareness of, the plight confronting 
aillions of persons. As a result, there is no scarcity of general 
prescriptions and policy guidelines designed to alleviate the crisis of faaine. 

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the UGited Nations has recentlJ 
published the findings of a aajor study on African agriculture and its 
prospects for the next 25 fears. !I The report is centered on an in-depth 
investigation of the underlJing causes of the decline, which, contrarf to 
conventional wisdoa, has been in the aating for at least two decades. The 
studJ also assesses in detail Africa's potential for recoverJ and anal1ses the 
wa1s to aobilize the necessarJ resources. 

The 11&DJ factors contributing to the difficultJ of securing growth in 
African agriculture are not alwa1s fullJ understood in their aanifold 
interactions. ObviouslJ these factors cover a wide range, from governaent 
policies and resource endowment to the adequacf of input supplies and the 
efficiencf of the economic environaent in which farmers and traders have to 
operate. 

For these reasons, it would be pretentious and misleading to prescribe 
simplistic remedies or even to predict structural changes as a result of 
implementing such recODDendatioos. 

Nevertheless, even a cursorJ knowledge of the peculiarities of African 
agriculture should rule out &DJ attempt to transfer the impressive experience 
of Asia's so-called "green revolution" in view of the fundamental differences 
in the ecology and culture of the continent. M~reover, Africa cannot be 
treated as a whole, so that country or regional analJsis is inevitable. 

It is, however, widely recognized that among all the external inputs to 
agriculture designed to increase crop productivity, chemical fertilizers 
figurP. most prominently. Therefore, the role of plant nutrients (nitrogen, 
phosphates and potash) is indispensable in any strategy to boost agricultural 
output. lh~~eased fertilizer use has undou~tedly been one of the main reasons 
behinci the growth of SOll\8 developing countries' agriculture in recent years. 

The intention of this paper is not to duplicate similar efforts in the 
past by lsunching yet Another investigation into the root causes of the 
stagnation in African agriculture, but rather to recapitulate systematically 
and focus on those factors that, taken together, have inhibited a wider and 
more efficient use of fertilizers in Africa. At the conclusion, suggestions 
are made for removing these obstacles through what must necessarily be an 
integrated approach consisting of complementary measures to promote the use of 
these chemicals on the continent. It should be recalled that Africa's 
insufficiency in food p~oduction, however alarming its current proportions, is 
still perfectly capable of a rapid and catastrophic further deterioration if 
current trends ore not arrested and ultimately reversed. 

l/ African Agricultyre; The Next 25 Years (Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the Jnited Nations). 
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2. current obstacles to the use of fertilizers 

2.1 Agricultural pricing policies and subsidies 

Price support practices for crops and fertilizers 

The prices of atricultural products are often not high enough to 
encourage farmers to use fertilizers, which are frequently very expensive. 
Aaong the aost striking exaaP,les of non-remunerative price relationahips in 
Africa, the cases of Ethiopia and Zaabia might be mentioned. In these two 
countries, farmers selling their grain harvests to official agencies in the 
early 1980s were being paid about one half of the 1970s price in constant 
teras. 

These policies mainly affect products intended for export, but also 
affect those destined for the internal aartet. The result of this is that 
urban population often benefits from artificially low price levels to the 
detrllll8nt of farmers. As a consequence, rural exodus to the cities is 
accelerated, permanently depriving the agricultural sector of part of its 
wort-force. 

Often, local production also suffers from subsidies for imported 
agricultural cOlllllOdities, mating it less competitive. On the other band, 
subsidies that are granted by governments for imported fertilizers do not 
always encourage consumption in the intended way and may discourage local 
fertilizer production. 

the 

In this way, pricing and subsidy policies often inhibit both the use and 
production of fertilizers. 

Loans, incentives and credits 

Few farmers have sufficient savings to enable them to purchase 
fertilizers several months before they are paid for their harvests; in 
addition, they frequently ex~erience difficulties in obtaining credits. 

Because the relevant financial institutions are under-resourced and often 
inefficiently managed, loan &pplications are refused to farmers who own small 
holdings, to women who manage their farms on their own and to share-croppers. 
Some farmers have no access to credit facilities simply because they are 
located too far away from the financial institu~ions. 

Finally, in most African States, there are no preferential loans or 
subsidy policies destined for agriculturalists. 

The farmers• terms of trade 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, the terms of trad• for African 
exporters of agricultural coaaodities have been dP-trimentallt affected by the 
decline in prices and the stagnation in volume of sales. At the same time, 
the prices of imported products have continued to increase. 

This ~eterioration of the terms of external agricultural trade (a~out 
10 per cent in 1985 and certainly more in 1986, according to FAO) contributed 
to vorsenin~ the liquiditJ of farmers, all the ?DOre as governments did not 
provide sufficient support; the situation is especiallJ difficult for 
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saall-scale fat'llers and in particular for the share-croppers who paJ for all 
of their inputs, including fertilizers, while being compensated for onlJ part 
of what theJ produce. 

2.2 Physical and environaental conditions 

Nutrient depletion and soil erosion 

One of the aajor problems of the African agriculture is peraanent soil 
deterioration (erosion and depletion of nutrient content), attributable to 
aanJ factors, aaong them reduced arable acreage as a result of population 
growth, overworking of the available land and insufficient soil aanageaent. 
Losses are sizeable and contribute to reducing inco.e available for purchasing 
fertilizers. For exaaple, each rear Zimbabwe loses 15.6 aillion tonnes of 
organic aatter, 1.6 million tonnes of nitrogen and 240,000 tonnes of 
phosphorus due to top soil erosion. The use of fertilizer in sufficient 
quantities to replace these losses would cost soae $1,500 million per 1ear. 
The estimated cost of the erosion is put at $20-$50 per cultivated hectare. 
Insufficient fertilizer use favours soil depletion, bringing about a reduction 
in Jields and consequentlJ in fertilizer purchases, and finallJ further soil 
deterioration. 

Irrigation and water management 

Inadequate water resources and irrigation srstems also constitute a major 
obstacle to African agriculture and to fertilizer use, as fertilizers are 
inefficient if not used with adequate irrigation. Africa bas vast deserts 
(30 per cent of the total surface), tropical regions (overabundant rainfall) 
and very often irregular rainfall. Added to these are financial constraints, 
insufficient skilled personnel and other constraints to the improvement of 
irrigation systems. These conditions only increase the fanner's desire to 
reduce risks to all kinds of capital exposure, and specificallJ to fertilizer 
purchases. 

Pre- and post-harvest losses 

Fal'!ller income is also diminished because of large production losses 
occurring before and after harvest. Pre-harvest losses may amount to as much 
as 30 per cent of production. The plants suffer from drought and insect 
attack. The irrigation systems and use of pesticides are often insufficient 
to limit this damage. 

Following harvest, the crops are further diminiJhed as a result of poor 
handling, processin& and inappropriate storage. There is a lack of processing 
facilities, silos and know-how. In some countries (the Sahel) these losses 
aay amount to as much as 40 per cent of productio~ • 

2.3 Effectiveness of fertilizer application 

f.!3!.~itx of agron01Dic data for proper fertilizer use 

In Africa, agron01Dic testing to detect toil deficiencies and detennine 
crop requirements for fertilizers under var1ing soil management and climatic 
conditions remains rcdimentarJ, thus diainish\ng the potential benefit of 
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fertilizer use, which has to be convincinglf demonstrated to the faraer 
through trials on bis field. Moreover, research is aore oriented to drougbt
and disease-resistance than to fertilizer responsiveness. African soils vary 
greatlJ in their pbfsico-cbeaical properties, composition and reaction to 
external nutrition. It would therefore be difficult to foraulate an 
integrated plant nutrition approach. Further difficulties coae from: 

(a) Inadequate field of experimentation based on agronomic data; 

(b) Lack of appropriate application technologies; 

(c) F•ilure to observe requireaents of integrated plant nutrition; 

(d) Absence of the required balance between plant nutrients in 
fertilizer products; 

(e) Ron-opti11al application rates and schedules; 

(f) Lact of adequate irrigation and related facilities. 

Unavailability of reguired fertilizer t1pes 

In order to be effective, the fertilizers used aust be the right kind for 
the plants and soils in question and aust be applied according to the 
prescribed schedules. This implies a knowledge of the nature, frequency and 
quantitJ of fertilizer requirements and scrupulous adherence to them. 
However, as already pointed out, the data to permit identifying these 
requirements and the infrastructure to allow satisfying them, are inadequate. 

BJ war of example, mention might be made of the phosphate fertilizers 
sold to ~ali and to Bur~ina Faso. These locally produced fertilizers were 
presented in a powdery fora, which was not popular with the farmers because of 
the associated dust, and they aoon stopped using them. 

In Niger, a fertilizer produced from the output of the Tahoua phosphate 
deposits va• .. rteted, but it was found to be totally ineffective for local 
soils and crops. Despite subsidi•s, the farmers either refused it outright or 
else used it to give a pebble-dash finish to the walls of their houses. 

Sbortc911ings of agricultural extension services 

the role of the extension services is, in principle, to assist farmers in 
aodernizing their farms. They do this by acting as an intermediary in the 
transaission of information betw~en the agricultural sector and other sectors 
of the economy, specifically industry and the research c0111DUnity. 
Accordingly, these service• sh~uld contribute to the more extensive use of 
fertilizers by informing faraers about the varieties to be used and the 
methods of application and by helping them to obtain the necessary resources 
to this end. 

In point of fact, the extension services ~•rely perform this basic 
aission, for t~o IMliD reasons: 

(a) lu the first place, the services lack resources: the personnel, vbo 
are too few, have not received the proper training and are poorlJ paid. llore
over, the agent• do not htve available the nece1sar1 equipment (they lack, for 
exaaple, vehicle• to enable them to maintain contact ~ith all the fal'll8rt they 
are 1uppos~d to be 1erving>; 

~ 
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(b) In the second place, the role of these services is poorlJ defined. 
the initial objective described above usuallJ runs into a aajor difficultJ -
the lack of developaent in the other sectors aentioned. Al a result, 
eztension services have graduallJ been transfol'2ted into sales pr0110tion 
agencies, particularlJ for agricultural ezports. 

the consequence is that the eztension services are hardlJ participating 
!n the effort to encourage the use of fertilizers. Instead, theJ frequentlJ 
concentrate their efforts on a saall number of farmers, nmaelJ the wealthiest 
and the best educated. thus, eztension workers are largelJ unf.ulililiar with 
faraers' grass roots probleas and are not in a position to interact with the 
research comaunitJ. 

2.4 Technological and socio-cultural factors 

Agricultural techniques 

The use of aachinerJ is an essential ele11ent in developing the use of 
fertilizers, which require additional wort. Without aachines to help, the 
faraer would regard this wort as ezcessive in coaparison with the benefits he 
expects to derive frOll it. 

Al it happens, the growth rate in agricultural aechanization in Africa is 
the lowest in the world. Between 1980 and 1983, Africa recorde~ the lowest 
rate of increase in the nuaber of tractorsi the figure was five times lover 
than that for Latin .Aaerica and ten times lover than that for the Far East. 

Apart frOll the large plantations whose output is intended for ezport 
(cacao, cotton etc.), little use is made of aachines, and faraers continue to 
adhere to verJ traditional cultivation methods. ll&DJ operations are perforaed 
bJ hand. In some areas, not even aniaal traction is used. The purchase of 
machinerJ entails a sizeable investment beyond the aeans of most farmers. 

The problea is compounded bJ the lack of appropriate application 
technologies that take into account the specific socio-cultural requirements 
of the African farmer. The conventional aetbods of fertilizer u~e have been 
developed and refined for an entirelJ different cmmwnications system. The 
transfer and absorption of technologJ for fertilizer application constitutes a 
.. jor stuabling-bloct to the increased use of fertilizers in JBC11t rural 
c0111Unitie1 on the continent and poses a serious challenge to tbe agricultural 
extension services. 

Lack of stilled manpower 

A skilled aanpower shortage affects most sectors of African economies and 
specificallJ agriculture. This is due to the lesser development of local 
training facilities and insufficient support from the goverD11ent1 as ce>11pared 
to other sectors. The nuaber of persons trained is ver1 1aall in relat~on to 
the iaportance ~f agricultural development in Africa. According to a 1983 
IBID surve1 1 1 per cent of African students were ~ursuing training in the 
field or agriculture and onlf 0.14 per cent of th~ population eaplofed in the 
agricultural '•ctor had received &DJ training at all. 

Another point to be emphasized is that the few tra!ning progr1 ... s that 
do exist are not geared to aeet the real requirements. T~ere is a lack of 
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personnel trained lo• .• ~lJ and capable of dealing effectivelf with all stages 
of the agricultural process - input procureaent, production, aarketing and 
distribution. 

The traditional aonoculture s1stea 

One of the charateristics of African agriculture is the large-scale 
aonoculture s1stea inherited froa the colonial period. This s1stea provides 
large voluaes of export products: tea in lenfa, cacao in Cote d'Ivoire, 
tobacco in Malawi, cotton in the Sudan etc. The sale of these products is 
frequentlJ the principal source of incoae for African countries. Under a 
short-tera strategf aiaed at ensuring foreign exchange revenue, efforts are 
principallJ focused on iaproving aonoculture fields. However, over the longer 
tera, a s1stems approach involving all the technical and socio-econoaic 
aspects of agriculture could be aore appropriate. 

Orientation to aonoculture faraing neglects such iaportant eleaents as: 

(a) Deterioration of the soils caused bJ the aonoculture s1stea; 

(b) Continued export dependence both at the level of the individual 
faraer and at the national level; 

(c) Adaptation of production to local deaand. 

All of these eleaents would justify prioritJ being given to research into 
the possibilities of crop diversification as a function of production 
constraints and conswaption requireaents. 

Foreign exchange and external trade 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, African countries have suffered from an 
increasing shortage of foreign exchange with which to finance their fertilizer 
imports. This is due to tha concurrence of a number of factors that have 
curtailed their foreign exchange revenues from their cOllllOdity exports. 
EssentiallJ, there are four such factors: 

<•> The decline in prices and in the trading volumes of raw materials, 
which are the principal export items of African countries; 

(b) Protectionist measures introduced by the developed countries; 

(c) Competition of other developing countries. The Asian countries, in 
particular, have gained control of market segaents that previously belonged to 
the African countries; 

(d) Wide fluctuation in foreign exchange parities. 

As a consequence, Africa's imports of fertilizers stagnated betwaen 1982 
and 1986 at a level slightlJ above 1 million tonnes per year. By way of 
coaparison, it is worthwhile noting that during the same period, imports of 
fertilizers bJ the developing countries of the Far last nearly doubled, 
increasing from 3.8 million tonnes in 1982/83 to 6.4 million tonnes in 
1984/85, despite a sizeable increase of their domestic production. 

' 

.. 

,. 
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Transportation and aarketing 

Fertilizers are beaVJ and bulkJ products that aust be delivered to the 
fara in large quantities and on pre-agreed dates. Their use depends to a 
significant degree on the transport and distribution infrastructure, which in 
Africa is usuallJ inadequate. 

The transport networks are not extensive enough. Man1 regions are 
isolated, especiallJ in land-locked countries. Overland comaunication routes 
usuallJ converge on the ports, ~nd there is an acute lack of regional and 
interregional transport arteries. The existing comaunication routes are 
rudiaentarJ. In the countr1side, these are aost often simple trails, 
unsurfaced and unaaintained. 

In recent Jears, transport probleas have grown worse. The governments 
lack the foreign exchange with which to iaport aachinerJ and spare parts and 
tbeJ lack the know-bow requirad for the construction of new reads and the 
aaintenance of the existing networks. As a consequence, regions with no 
access to efficient, all-Jear-round transport s11teas are unable to obtain 
fertilizers. 

2.5 Insufficient dcaestic froduction and related supply constraints 

Domestic production of fertilizers 

There are aanJ possibilities in Africa fo~ the production of fertilizer, 
particularlJ from phosphates. In fact in 1985, Africa furnished 44 million 
tonnes of natural phosphates, or 32 per cent of world production, with north 
western Africa alone accounting for 20 per cent of world production. The main 
deposits in operation are located in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria, but there 
are also some in Togo, Senegal, EgJpt, Uganda, Angola, Zimbabwe and South 
Africa. ManJ other countries have workable sites. However, these assets are 
substantiallJ underworkeJ for the production of fertilizer. 

There are a number of probleas inhibiting the development of fertilizer 
production on the continent. Fertilizer production plants are 
capital-intensive because tbeJ require sophisticated tecbnologJ. The costs 
are particularlJ high in Africa owini to the scarcitJ of a number of 
production factors. Often the shortage of trained local manpower makes it 
necessarJ to hire foreign experts. SimilarlJ, most of the equipment and 
aachinerJ bas to be imported. The inadequacies of the infrastructural systeas 
impose additional costs. The investments are all the more burdensome in that 
the essential items must, ss a general rule, be paid for in foreign exchange. 

Cost of fertilizer production 

The phosphate fertilizer production units in Africa are operating at 
substantiallJ less than full capacitJ. During 1985-1986, phosphate fertilizer 
production was onlJ 34 per cent, on average, of the installed capacity for the 
entire continent. Utilization rates range from 70-80 per cent (Senegal, 
Zimbabwe and Egypt) to only 8 per cent (Tanzania). Morocco, with more than 
half of Africa's installed production capacity, used only 20 per cent of that 
capacity. 
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Nuaerous projects have been dela1ed or cancelled bec~use of excessive 
costs, particularlJ when the building of the plant also required the 
establisbaent of infrastructural facilities. This happened, for example. in 
the case of the phosphate recoverf projects at Abu Tartur {lgJPt), Loubloira 
and Bofal {Mauritania) and Mataa {Senegal). 

Potential of domestic .. rtets 

One of the aain reasons for the under-utilization of production capacitJ 
is the insufficient absorptive capacitJ of the national aarkets. During the 
period 1984-1985, the consuaption of phosphate fertilizer in Africa vas less 
than 0.6 aillion tonnes as again a production capacitJ of about 2.5 aillion 
tonnes. Fertilizer consuaption in Africa per cultivated hectare is extreaelJ 
lov; in 1985, it stood at about 11 kg per cultivated hectare (4 leg of this 
aaount being in the fora of phosphate fertilizer) as opposed to 189 kg per 
cultivated hectare in Asia and 240 kg in Europe. 

This inadequacf of local demand provides little incentive to increase 
doaestic supplies. In particular, it also aakes it difficult to achieve 
econoaies of scale at the production units, although such econoaies are 
essential if producers are to be able to coapete with iaported fertilizers. 
In certain cases, this competition is all the aore keen because imported 
fertilizers receive government subsidies. 

3. Measures to increase fertilizer use 

3.1 Agricultural adiustaent policies 

Remunerative agricultural prices 

Price- and subsidJ-based agricultural adjustment policies are extreaelJ 
complex. TheJ varf more in their methods than in their objectives, changing 
to suit different situations at different times. The main purpose of such 
policies is to guarantee sufficient income for the producer bJ taking into 
account production costs, onswaer income and international prices (often 
influenced bJ currencf fluctuations). 

Adjustaent policies such as subsidies for production inputs are often 
criticized. On the one hand, theJ occasionallJ give rise to patterns of 
production contrary to economic rationale and produce protectionist effects, 
but on the other band, theJ are costlJ and difficult to modify or eliminate. 
However, they should not be rejected a priori: tbeJ often support local 
fertilizer production and are effective when there is under-utilized 
production potential and they are also complementary to overall agricultural 
policies. 

A price guaranteeing both the farmer and the fertilizer producer a 
sufficient return makes it possible to increase consumption, improve the 
distribution systea and, in the final analJsis, achieve greater productivity. 
The best solution is obviously to be able to set a price that is both close to 
the international market price and that ensures the farmer an a~-eptable 
return. If this cannot be done, other instruments of economic policy may be 
eaplofed. Protectionist duties aay be introduced to discourage the 
consumption of imported products. Devaluations have also been used to 
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increase the prices of iaported products, aaking local production 110re 
competitive. In this case, however, subsidies ~•t be introduced for the 
iaported inputs, which otherwise becoae too expensive. And, as far as 
fertilizers and other agricultural inputs are concerned, the risk exists that 
local fertilizer producers aa1 be ,ut at a disadvantage. 

Price and subsidJ policies are interconnected. lloreover, since the 
farmers, located as theJ are at the centre of the circuit, are siaultaneouslJ 
producers and consuaers, it is clear that adjustaents have to be priaarilJ 
based on deaand for agricultur•l products and the demand for fertiliz3rs. A 
production potential exists in Africa. The problea is to stiaulate the deaand. 

Rist-sharing 1che11es and credit facilities for farmers 

The fact that agricultural production in Africa involves great 
fluctuations in income and a verf high level of risk aeans that it is 
necessarf to share the risks but difficult to find partners willing to do so. 
BJ bringing faraers together in faraing c0111Uoitie1, it is possible to cut 
down on certain investaent costs {inputs and aachinerf) ar I to aitigate the 
effect of &DJ losses that aaf arise. 

Another step aight be to develop a kind of public insurance to cover 
harvests. Instead of •J•teaaticallf allocating input subsidies, the 
government could coapensate a part of the input costs in the event of a bad 
harvest. 

Credit facilities could also be extended in order to enable faraers to 
cope with the sizeable investments bJ the use of fertilizers. This iaplies 
the need to reorganize the banking s1stea, iaprove the aanageaent and 
decentralize cre~it institutions bJ setting up 110re offices within rural 
coaaunities. 

There must also be a diversification in the available fot'lls of credit. 
For exaaple, the banks could offer credit contracts for the purchase of 
fertilizer, providing for repaJ11l9nt out of income derived from the sale of the 
next harvest. Following the same principle, it should be possible to develop 
credit suppliers, with the supplier delivering fertilizer before the harvest, 
to be paid for once the harvest has been sold. 

Role of co-operatives. faraers' associations and producer 
organization• 

Farmer associations, just like fertilizer producer associations, make it 
possible to introduce production rationalization measures both upstreaa and 
downstream: combined fertilizer orders reduce costs through more favourable 
prices and reduced transport expenses. JointlJ owned machinerJ, tractors and 
storage as well as the rationalization of product aarketing and distribution, 
help to lower prices and reduce fixed costs. Assor.iations a~e als~ 
information exchange centres. Governments should ~herefore encourage the 
formation of these groups through financial assistance and tax incentives. 
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3.2 Japroving the input supplies to agriculture 

iaall-scale fertilizer production and blending unit3 

Small-scale fertilizer aanufacturing plants offer a nuaber of advantages. 
TheJ develop local industrJ, theJ allow foreign exchange savings. theJ are 
better suited to an underdeveloped econoaic fabric, theJ adapt better to local 
demaLd and, 110st iaportantlJ, theJ entail less capital expenditure. 

Africa has a great potential. especiallJ for phosphates: ... 11-scale 
production units could be installed, after careful studJ (raw aaterial 
availabilitJ, local deaand), in aajor producer countries, such as llorocco, 
Algeria and Tunisia, or in countries with llOde•t levels of production or none 
at all. such as Mauritania, Kiger. Senegal, Kali and Togo. 

Over the long tera, the establisbaent of a serieR of ... 11 production 
units would be the best var of creating a fertilizer industrJ. Tbese saall 
units can be graduallJ developed, particularlJ in the fora of joint ventures. 

Capacity utilization and rehabil .. tation of fertilizer plants 

The effective utilization of existing capacitJ depends oc siaultaneous 
activities designed to iaprove a nuaber of factors - infrastructure, aanpower 
and production techniques. The first two factors, infrastructure and 
aanpover, transcend the context of the plant and are discussed elsewhere. The 
roint to be eaphasized here is the iaportance of iaproving production 
techniques, for, as alreadJ noted, technical difficulties are responsible for 
tbe underutilization of capacitJ or tbe shutting down of manr units. 

For each fertilizer plant, a detailed studJ aust be undertaken of the 
opportunities for iaproving th£ production process. 

Plant and crop protection 

The increased use of pesticides and herbicides is absolutelJ necessary to 
avoid the crop losses that aate the use of fertilizers discouraging and 
pointless. These products are, however, expensive, unfaailiar and difficult 
to obtain. In view of the iaportance of the topic, it is covered separately 
at the Regional Consultation. 

Higb-rield seeds 

Several exaaples will s•1ffice to show tbe iaportance of seed selection. 
In Kenya, 40 per cent of the aaize plantations deliver 70 per cent of the 
total volume produced, thanks to tbe use bJ these plantations of an iaproved 
aaize varietJ, tbe litale. llaize output bas also been increased in Zillbawe 
through tbe introduction of tbe Sl52 varietJ. In Zaabia, better results have 
been achieved in wheat production tbrougb tbe use of a variety tolerating the 
presence of aluainiua in the soil, while in Sudan, sorghum production bas been 
boosted through tbe use of tbe Hareen Durra varietJ. Iaproved varieties of 
rhizOll8s and tuber• are alsc produciog good results (e.g. cassava). 

Additional research and testing is necessary in view of the particular 
difficulties associated with African agriculture. 

' 
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Agricultural iaplements and machinery 

Fertilizer use cannot be increased to the required degree without the 
introduction of modern techniques, especially tbc.te tba. facilitate the 
spreading of fertilizers. It bas been pointed out that one way of fostering 
the more extensive use of impleaents and machinery is through the formation of 
faraer associations. However, there must also be an increase in the local 
manufacture of agricultural equipment and in internati9nal assistance in this 
area. It is also necessary to train faraers in the proper use of the 
machinery and to furnish them with the aeans to operate the equipment 
effectively and to maintain it in a good stat~ of repair {spare parts). 

New types of fertilizers and application technologies 

The use of traditional fertilizers, such as the organic manure obtained 
through the systematic recycling of crop residue, aust be encouraged. But 
there must also be more research into developing new and innovative types of 
fertilizers. Certain of these are already in use in Africa, such as 
nitrogen-rich Azoll or, to a lesser degree, llhizobia. 

Progress in this area bas been inhibited by shortcomings in research. The 
reasons for these defici~ncies are to be found not only in sociological and 
economic ~actors, but als~ in the poor institutional organisation of 
fertilizer research. Although many different organisations are involv~d, 
their activities are not co-ordinated. 

National and regional co-operation progranmes should be set up with a 
view to co-ordinating the work of the different research centres. The aims 
should be to develop new fertilizers and new application technologies suitable 
for use in Africa. 

Irrigation and water management 

The first requirement for improving the irrigation systems is to collect 
comprehensive drta on the current status of irrigation in Africa. It is 
judged that lasting improvement will critically depend on the following: 

{a) Institutional reforms; 

(b) The availability of new credit facilities; 

(c) The purchase of additional equipment from abroad; 

(d) ~.aining for administrators, technicians, designers and maintenance 
personnel. 

Depending on the situation, this may involve the rehabilitation of 
traditional or modern installations already in service or the building of new 
ones. Past experience, however, has shown that it is best to accord priority 
to projects that: 

(a) Are inexpensive and not demanding in the way of investment and 
infrastructure; 
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(b) Require aodest technical and .. nagerial stills; 

(c) Involve extensive participation bJ faraers; 

(d) Fall within a collective fraaewort along the lines, for exaaple, of 
the approach adopted in Ken1a (Provincial Irrigation Units). 

3.3 Organizational considerations 

It is iaportant for African governaents to foraulate long-tera contracts 
for fertilizer supplJ with producers. TodaJ, bilateral agreeaents for trade 
in raw material and fertilizers (West African countries) enable the countries 
to go be1ond the north/south traditional trade. 

Africa is also confronted with the necessitJ of developing its own 
doaesti~ .. rtets to boost local production: Cote d'Ivoire, for example, could 
supplJ fertilizer siaultaneouslJ for its doaestic aartets and for the .. rtets 
of Burkina Faso, Bali and Niger. Regional .. rtets could be developed within 
the fraaevork of African regional organizations (COllllOn Africa and Bauritanian 
Organisation, EconOllic COllllUnity of West African States, Custoas and Economic 
Union of Central Africa). 

4. External assistance through international co-operation 

This topic is covered under the Issue Paper II presented to the Regional 
Consultation. 
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